
Bank Collapse Sparks Lender Caution, 
Rapid Federal Response Constructive

Prominent tech and venture capital bank closes. Silicon Valley 

Bank (SVB), the country’s 16th-largest bank, was seized by California 

state regulators on Friday, March 10 and placed into FDIC receiver-

ship in the largest banking collapse since 2008. Recent troubles in the 

technology and cryptocurrency sectors, of which SVB was a promi-

nent financier, led to major deposit outflows at the bank, forcing the 

institution to sell bond holdings before their maturity to procure cash 

to cover these withdrawals. Due to the Federal Reserve’s rapid inter-

est rate increases over the past 12 months, bond prices have fallen, 

and SVB realized a loss on those sales. When the bank next tried to fill 

a $2.25 billion shortfall with a stock sale, a wave of depositors worked 

to pull out their cash, at which point regulators stepped in.

Bank-specific stresses, federal support limits broader risks. The 

greatest concern going forward is a broader contagion across financial 

markets. On Sunday, March 12, New York authorities shut down Sig-

nature Bank, which held roughly half the assets of SVB. Both Signature 

Bank and SVB were highly tied to the tech sector, and while some other 

banks with similarly non-diversified balance sheets could be similarly 

affected, the Biden administration has already committed to backstop-

ping troubled institutions. The Federal Reserve is setting up a new Bank 

Term Funding Program, and regulators have guaranteed all deposits 

at both banks through the Deposit Insurance Fund, extending beyond 

the FDIC’s standard $250,000 deposit insurance. Existing resources, 

such as the Fed’s repo facility and discount window, will also help banks 

cover obligations. These actions, paired with other potential long-term 

reforms, are seen as of now to contain any systemic banking risk. 

Fed may take more cautious approach. These bank closures are 

anticipated to temper the Federal Reserve’s pace of monetary policy 

tightening. Based on February’s still-strong job numbers, the Fed had 

likely been considering raising the federal funds rate by 50 basis points 

at its March 22 meeting. Current market consensus no longer considers 

that an option, but a 25-basis-point hike is possible. Market expecta-

tions are now for the central bank to ultimately end rate hikes at a lower 

terminal level than before, with a growing cohort of market participants 

foreseeing the need for a rate cut before the end of the year.  

Lending facing further challenges. While lender-specific factors 

are the dominant reasons for the closure of SVB and Signature Bank, 

their collapse warrants caution from capital providers in general. As 

such, due diligence on commercial real estate lending will tighten, at 

least for the near term, pushing up spreads beyond already-high base 

lending rates. This could exacerbate an already-extant expectations 

gap between buyers and sellers that is impeding transactions. Smaller 

banks will be under particular scrutiny, which may generate additional 

headwinds for investors reliant on financing from smaller institutions.

CRE property performance outlook still generally positive. Despite 

the current concern, the general economic outlook remains broadly 

the same. GDP growth is slowing, while the labor market has remained 

strong, outside of the tech sector. As such, the positive outlook shared 

across most commercial real estate sectors sustains. While multifamily 

buildings face new supply pressure and slowing household formation 

in the near term, a structural national housing shortage remains. The 

retail and industrial sectors entered the year in strong positions to 

weather any rapids, while hotels are now performing above their long-

term average. Meanwhile, aging populations underscore the need for 

medical office, senior housing and even self-storage spaces long-run. 
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Implications for Commercial Real Estate

Key Government Backstops

The Federal Government is committed to maintaining confidence in 

the banking systems and has implemented the following: 

• All Silicon Valley Bank and Signature Bank deposits are guaranteed.

• Deposits are backstopped via the FDIC’s $128 billion Deposit Insur-

ance Fund. A special assessment on banks is being designed to pro-

cure the remaining funds.

• The Federal Reserve is also establishing the Bank Term Lending 

program, which joins the Fed’s repo facility and discount window 

to help supply depository institutions with loans to cover liabilities.

• Wall Street consensus indicates a 50-basis-point rate hike is likely off 

the table for the Fed at its March 22 meeting.


